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THE ARCHITECTURE OF IRGI IA COUNTY COURTHOUS
SQUARES: A Neglected Heritage
By PAUL S. 'DULANE
The
ew England village green and
the Virginia court square share an eminent place today in the architectural,
political, and cultural history of America.
Both originated as centers of British colonial settlements and both have continued
as traditional regional town forms into
the present century.
Each, too, mirrors a social and political
microcosm that has roots deep in history:
the village green was the setting for town
meeting hall and church while the Virginia square began typically as a civic
center and market place serving a rural
population.
It is the Virginia square that concerns
us here, and particularly those of the
county seats. These began and developed
as the centers of local government administration. Cities with their separate
governmental organization came later. In
colonial times and in the early days of
the republic, the counties (originally
called shires) were the all-important local
units. If a reminder of the non-urban
character of Virginia is needed we can
reflect on the fact that Richmond, when
it became the capital of the new State in
1779, had a population of less than 1,000;
by 1790, when the first United States
Census was taken, Richmond was the
largest municipality in the State with a
population of 3,761 persons. At that time
the total population of the State (within
the present area) was close to 700,000.
Virginia's living heritage of courthouse
squares is due to the continued importance of the county as a local unit of
government. The county courthouse
square as an activity center and architectural focus is by no means uncommon
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in other states: it 0 c cur s frequently
throughout the south and midwest. But
the character of the Virginia development is different. Elsewhere, the usual
arrangement is a single monumental court
building centered on the square. In Virginia the typical arrangement is less
formal, and the disposition is a group
of buildings: courthouse, clerk's office,
law offices, jail, and others. This might
be read as an expression of the generally broader scope of county government
in Virginia; one can only conjecture.
The county seats began as rural villages.
Quite a few remain so today. Towns
grew around many of them and some
eventually became cit i e s, politically
separated from the counties themselves.
T oday the best of the county building
groups are to be found in rural settlements or in small towns. Henrico County
still maintains its administrative center
in Richmond, but no vestige of a court
square remains. Charlottesville is an exception in that the court square has
survived within the thriving city. Fairfax, a rapidly urbanizing county with
compounding demands for administrative
office space, finds its old courthouse square
(which has one of the finest of the historic courthouses) inadequate; but after
considering a fresh start on an outlying
site, the Board of County Supervisors has
decided to continue in Fairfax City, constructing what will be the State's first
high-rise county office building.
A listing of the handsomest county
centers today would include: Cumberland, Essex County, Fluvanna County,
Goochland, Gloucester, King William,
Loudoun County, Nottoway, and Rappahannock County. These are especially
notable for the fine effect of their building groups.

These, with many others, have individual buildings of outstanding architectural character. The buildings now standing in Virginia court squares were put
up over a period of some 235 years and,
as might be expected, they manifest a
remarkable variety of style and treatment.
Several years ago the National Trust for
Historic Preservation conducted a survey
of historic buildings in Virginia financed
by a grant from the Old Dominion
Foundation. Their list of buildings
evaluated as having national significance
included: at Goochland, the courthouse
jail, clerk's office, and poorhouse; at Hanover, the courthouse and jail; and the
King William courthouse. The courthouses of the following counties were
judged to have State-wide significance:
Botetourt, Caroline, Charlotte, Cumberland, Essex, Fairfax, Fluvanna, Gloucester
(also jail and clerk's office), Greene, Isle
of Wight (old courthouse at Smithfield
and clerk's office), Loudoun clerk's office,
Madison (also former tavern), Orange,
Page, Powhatan (also clerk's office) ,
Southampton, Sussex, and James City
(former courthouse) .
SITE ARRANGEME TS

A characteristic of the county court
squares in Virginia is the informal arrangement of the component buildings.
Collectively they show a great variety of
site plans as well as architectural treatment. Each one is distinctively different.
The term "square" is actually a misnomer
in most cases. Only a few, exemplified by
Cumberland, Mecklenburg County (Boydton), and Powhatan, are laid out on
rectangular plots with streets defining the
perimeter on all sides. Gloucester, one of
the earlier ones, has been rounded off at
the corners and finds itself a traffic island
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COURTHOUSE ARCHITECTURE: COLONIAL
SURVIVALS
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such, is at Woodstock in Shenandoah
~ounty. Built in 1791 of native limestone,
It has an architectural character which

fl

re ects .the Pennsylvania origin of the
settlers m the Valley and owes nothing to
the earli~r ~o~lfthouse prototypes in Tidewater VIrgInIa. This is also the earliest
of the two-story courthouses, at least
among those still with us today.
There are other court buildings in the
S.tate which have Eighteenth Century portlons: ~hose of Greensville, Westmoreland,
and KIng and Queen counties, and possibly others. However, there have been
such ex~ensive later additions and changes
that .nelther the character of their original
archItecture nor their venerable age is
readily apparent today.
°fIeren-t FGhit: Ct ral t ~inO'-p~-nP--in with the Fairfax County courthouse
that was built in 1800, and its influence
shows up in several other courthouses
built over the next three decades. The
building is raised in height, giving the
courtroom itself the proportions of the
nave of a church. The plan is a simple
rectangle. The gable roof is surmounted
by a cupola to house the bell used for
announcing the convening of court. Entrance to the building is through a front
porch with arcade openings. The considerable space over the porch is enclosed
by wall and gable end, providing a bal·
cony for the courtroom. Fairfax furnished
the prototype for the courthouses of Nelson County (Lovingston, 1808), Caroline
County (Bowling Green, 1820), Sussex
County (1828), and Madison (1829).
These show an interesting variety of detailing but the same basic elements are
present in all of them: lofty courtroom,
gable end at the front, ornamental belfry,
and the arcaded entrance porch set into
the walls of the building.
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Virginia's eminent amateur architect,
Thomas Jefferson, was connected with
the planning of at least two county court·
houses but we do not know the extent
of his involvement. Both of these buildings, at Fincastle and at Buckingham,
were destroyed by fire over a century ago.
A number of fine courthouses, still
standing and in use, are considered to be
"Jeffersonian," which means that they are
designed in the manner so beloved by
Jefferson and were constructed at about
the time of, or shortly after, the buildings
on the Lawn at the University of Virginia.
Cumberland County has the earliest of
th ese (1820) and Goochland (1825-27)
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probably the best. The latter is enhanced
by its setting, one of the most spacious
and beautiful of all the Virginia courthouse squares. Others in the Jeffersonian
tradition are at Charlotte (1823), Lunenburg (1827), Greene County (1838), and
ottoway (1843).
The facade feature of these courthouses
is a monumental classical portico and in
each except Cumberland the pediment is
the gable end of the main roof. With few
exceptions the Virginia courthouses built
after 1830 have entrance porches with
columns. In some cases monumental
porches were added to embellish older
and plainer court buildings, as at Woodstock, Charlottesville, and Gloucester.
Though pediments and columns were
generally the common theme for the rest
of the Nineteenth Century, the county
court buildings display an extraordinary
variety in the way these elements are de..
tailed and proportioned. The results
range from recognizable Roman or Greek
temple forms, through an array of variations, to designs where the carpenterbuilder was evidently left pretty well to
his own devices.
Enthusiasm for things Greek was a national phenomenon in the United States
during the second quarter of the century;
the Greek Revival style dominated two
decades of our architecture. Some measure of Greek Revival character may be
seen in numerous courthouses throughout the State. Four instances where this
influence dominates, in distinctive variations, are: Frederick County courthouse
(1840) at Winchester; Powhatan (1850)
where the courthouse follows a form
rather frequently used for church buildings of the time; the handsome Botetourt
County building (1847) at Fincastle; and
the former Norfolk County courthouse
(c. 1850) in downtown Portsmouth.
Space limitations preclude discussion of
many other interesting Nineteenth Century courthouses in the State. Most of
these, from Southampton and Halifax
(both built in 1832) to Appomattox
(1892), continue in the classical tradition
with monumental entrance porches having columns surmounted by a pediment.
Two of the handsomest are the Rappahannock courthouse at Washington,
where the porch is dispensed with but the
column motif is echoed by pilasters, and
at Warrenton, where the impressive
Fauquier County courthouse
(1854)
presides over the town from its hilltop
site. The architecture and the position of
the latter combine to make it a landmark, and its effect as a landmark is en-

hanced by its well-proportioned tower.
At Appomattox, when the county seat
was moved there from the famous surrender site a few miles away, the designers
resisted a faShionable Victorian expression
in favor of a return to a then unfashionable, and staid, classical design. Moreover,
this is one of the last county civic centers
to be built in the Virginia tradition of
a group of buildings in a park setting.
To round out the picture, some mention is needed of the architectural aberrations among Virginia courthouses.
These chiefly went up between 1850 and
1910, most of them after the Civil War.
"Aberration" is perhaps not quite the
word for so much Victorian design was
aberrant that there is no norm. Across
the country before the Greek Revival
style had run its course there was a Gothic
Revival and then various other revivals.
The last several decades of the Nineteenth
Century witnessed an architectural freefor-all where all history provided the
sources of design for new buildings, to be
molded by individual virtuosity, imagination, and taste (good or bad) . The courthouses at Orange (1858) and at Wise
(1896), which the historians would classify respectively as "Italianate" and
"Renaissance Revival," reflect the fashions
of their times. These two went all the way
in departing from Virginia tradition, even
foregoing the usual red brick. The Washington County building at Abingdon
(1869), which is another hilltop landmark, and the Culpeper courthouse (187074), where both red brick and white columns are retained, are not fine examples
of architecture; yet each is unique and has
real character; and each imparts character to the town in which it sits. One of
the most attractive of the period-piece
courthouses is at Lebanon: it manages
to be both classical and Victorian at
once, and boldly proclaims itself as the
most important edifice in Russell County.
ACCESSORY BUILDINGS

Although the courthouse building itself
is usually the dominant one in the county
seats, the Virginia squares are chiefly notable as building groups. The contribution
of the related, and subordinate, structures
to the architectural ensemble is considerable. In some cases there will be found accessory buildings which antedate the
courthouse. This is true, for instance, of
the small clerks' offices at Lancaster, Tappahannock, Isle of Wight, and Powhatan.
It is true also in Lexington where the

fine two-story jail building (c. 1820) u pstages the courthouse. It is the architectural feature of the square which is a
fine example of urban space. Frequently
the several component buildings of a
county square will have been built over
the course of a century, or a century
and a half, or even two centuries. The
variations in architecture over time reel
out a visible thread of historical continuity, and add immeasurably to the
whole: Gloucester and Goochland are
both notable examples of this.
In bygone days, before automobile
travel made them unnecessary, the inns
were important adjuncts to the rural
county centers. These, of course, were not
public buildings and were not placed
within the public square; generally they
were conveniently situated facing the
square. Those which survive today, and
they are few, have been converted to
other uses. Hanover has the oldest, a
frame building put up in 1723. Madison
has a tavern built prior to 1819. Another
flanks the square at Powhatan, while the
character of buildings at Gloucester,
Buckingham, Newcastle (Craig County),
and Stanardsville (Greene County) suggests that they served as inns in days past.
Other service buildings in the county
seat assemblage were law offices and jails,
and both of these add distinction to some
of the older groups. Some of the earlier
jails were built of stone, which, with
more massive walls, provided greater
security. Old stone jails of architectural
interest survive at Goochland and Palmyra; the one at Goochland is especially
handsome. Small offices for lawyers were
sometimes built on the public grounds
as an integral part of the county government center; the squares of Halifax, Essex, Fluvanna, and Rockbridge counties
are enhanced thereby.
Practically all of the Virginia county
seats have their monuments commemorating the Civil War dead. These memorials
are usually given a place of honor in
front of the courthouse, sometimes in the
center of the street for greater prominence. A proper account of these varied
statues and obelisks would require a
separate article and much more information than we have at hand. Our surmise
is that most were placed between 1890
and 1930. A prominent Richmond sculptor, F. William Sievers, designer of the
Jackson and Maury memorials on Monument Avenue, created the Confederate
statues in three county seats, Abingdon
(1906), Pulaski, and Leesburg (1909).
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND
FUTURE EXPANSION

The past two decades have seen much
new building activity in the county government centers. Population increase in
many of the counties, expanded local government functions almost everywhere, and
building obsolescence have all contributed
to the pressure for new administrative
space.
Unfortunately, much of the new construction is unworthy of the old. The distinction of Virginia's court squares is
obviously such that the good buildings
of the past should be carefully preserved
and restored. But they deserve more than
this alone. It is important also that new
buildings and additions to old ones be
well de igned and sited so that they enhance rather than detract from the attractiveness of the group.
Clearly much of the new construction
that has been added to the court squares
in recent years is unfortunate and inappropriate. At Palmyra a cinder block
garage has been erected in front of the
courthouse and impairs the superb outlook. Amherst has a fine courthouse on a
beautiful site; it is debased by an undistinguished county office building which
has gone up along the edge of the front
yard where no building should be. There
has been a recent spate of jail construction by counties. It is an understatement
to say that the new jails fail to achieve
the picturesque quality of the old ones
because most lack any design quality
hatsoe er. Although budget limitations
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and the need for economy are the most
obvious excuses for these shortcomings,
the faults result as much or more from
inept site planning as from parsimonious
building design. Perhaps the basic trouble
lies in a general lack of appreciation of
the architectural and historic values involved on the part of the responsible
governing bodies and on the part of the
public.
A question not easily answered concerns the character of design of a new
building that must fit in with old ones.
Should it look like them or be different?
Should it imitate an historical style of
the past or should its architecture be true
to its own time? Hanover County, which
has taken unusual care in preserving its
square, has sensibly built its new offices
outside of the square altogether. Goochland, which had the space to do likewise,
chose instead to connect their new building to the courthouse, an approach that
is much more difficult to bring off successfully. The results are questionable and
the fine jail building is crowded by the
new addition. A few years earlier forthright modern additions were built onto
the old courthouses of two Tidewater
counties, Southampton and Nansemond.
The designs frankly state: this part is
new, that part is old. By contrast the
recent office addition at Gloucester,
between the courthouse and the old
debtor's prison, imitates the domestic
character of Colonial Williamsburg. Although it is well designed and harmonizes
with the old buildings in terms of materials, it tends to confuse; set into a group

of buildings put up over two centuries
of time, this newest structure is the only
one of the group which is not architecturally true to its own period.
This article has attempted to show that
a substantial number of Virginia counti
p·ossess a priceless and unique historical
heritage in their government centers as
well as in many of the individual buildings in these centers. This heritage is of
importance to the nation as well as to
the State. Much of the significance of the
Virginia court squares and buildings lies
in their historic continuity, in the fact
that they operate today in the use for
which they were built. They continue a
living and active civic centers.
The preservation, repair, and expansion
of the
. ri
. .
of the county governments, the boards of
supervisors and their local electorates.
Clearly full local appreciation of the
values involved has been lacking.
ot
enough attention is being given to the
appearance of the centers, nor to assuring that the architectural extensions are
fitting and appropriate. In this time of
population growth and local government
expansion the need for design and planning guidance has become urgent. To
provide this kind of guidance and advice,
as a service to county governments, some
well thought out collaboration between
the Virginia Association of Counties, the
newly-created Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission, and the Virginia
Fine Arts Commission is needed as a first
tep.
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